The last two decades have witnessed great and unpredicted progress in the field of functional and tailored advanced materials for potential applications in electronic to sensor devices to energy, environmental and medical fields. Including other exotic areas, the sensing applications of functional advanced materials have received a great attention from the scientific community. This is evidenced in terms of great number of high quality scientific publications and technological innovations built upon the experimental findings in a laboratory setting in academia and industries. Nanomaterials have shown their applicability for a range of technologies due to their improved physical, chemical and functional properties. Hence, the nanomaterials and nanotechnology are becoming standard tools to improve the performance or to reduce the cost of novel sensing systems. Besides the wide variety of available metal oxides nanomaterials, carbon based materials such as single-walled or multi-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs or MWCNTs) and graphene oxide (GO) have attracted much more attention from researchers and become potential sensor materials with great prospect. Meanwhile, inorganic-organic nanohybrids have also been considered to be a very promising approach for developing high performance sensor materials. On the other hand, the rapid development of novel sensor materials will provide the possibility of designing more unique sensor devices and enable the fabrication of well-defined sensor devices with outstanding properties.
